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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] a theorem on certain cyclic modules in group rings is proved which 
yields an elegant proof that the Young modules of symmetric groups are 
local for p-regular partitions, and in [l] it is shown that this theorem also 
can be applied to the Weyl groups of type B. In this paper, using wreath 
product arguments, it is shown that the same results hold for the wreath 
product of arbitrary symmetric groups. Furthermore, the connection between 
the cyclic modules from [2] and the wreath product modules from [6,9] is 
obtained. Restriction from the Weyl groups B, to D, again yields local 
modules. 
2. WREATH PRODUCT MODULES 
Let G and H be finite groups, and assume that H acts on I = (1, 2,..., n}. 
By G* we denote the n-fold direct product of G 
G* = ((gilt,, I gi E Gl, 
and by Gu’ the jth component of G*. Hence, G’-“’ z G, and G* is the 
internal direct product of G(l),..., G(“). The wreath product GIH is the 
semidirect product G*H with respect o the action 
h- ‘(gi)iEI h = (ghi)iclr h E H, (gi)E G*. 
Let K be an arbitrary field, and consider KG-modules M, , M, ,..., M,, and 
their outer tensor product A4 = #J’=, Mj, which is a KG*-module. By U we 
denote the subgroup of all h E H with M, = M,i for all i E I. The action of 
G* on M naturally extends to G) U = G *U, cf. [6, p. 931, which yields a 
K(G) IQ-module fi. Let L denote a left ideal of KU, and assume that all Mj 
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are left ideals of KG. Each Mj corresponds to a left ideal M”’ of KG”‘, and 
we easily obtain 
n?@Lr In] M”’ L, 
L 1 
where the product is a left ideal of K(G) U) = (nj KG”‘) KU, regarded as a 
subring of K(GtH). Let us assume, in addition, that all the ideals above are 
cyclic, i.e., Mj = KGxj, L = KUy, where xi = xi whenever Mi = Mi. Then 
M”’ = KG”‘x”‘, where xci) E KG”’ corresponds to x,~, and it easily follows 
(2.1) 
and, thus, for the induced module 
We call the left module in (2.2) the wreath product module of 
M, , M, ,..., M, , L. Let Ni be a submodule of Mi, Ni = Ni whenever Mi = Mi, 
and W a submodule of L. Then, 
N= 
! 
~M,BM,~ . . . a~~@... BM, 
i 
is a K(G) U)-submodule of 4? @ L with 
(2.3) 
Hence, (@ @ L) ‘lH has a quotient which is isomorphic to the wreath 
product module of M,/N, ,..., M,IN,, L/W. 
3. GENERALIZED YOUNG MODULES 
In this section we study the situation where G = S, and H = S,, the 
symmetric groups of degree m and n. For integers k > 0, let P(k) be the set 
of all partitions of k, ordered lexicographically. A sequence (,u@)),,,,,,, 
where ,u@) is a partition for each A E P(m), with C /&I)[ = n, we call an 
(m, n)-partition. For each partition a, let Yg denote the corresponding Young 
module over K. Let the KS,*-module M = M[@(A))] be the outer tensor 
product of Young modules, where each Yi appears Ip(Atimes and @(A)) is 
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an (m, n)-partition. The corresponding subgroup U = U[@@))] of S, (cf. 
Section 1) is the Young subgroup with the orbits of length ],u@)]. Consider 
the KU-modules 
L = L[(u(/l))] := # Yy. 
AcP(m) 
The wreath product module 
Y = Y( (u(n))] := (M 0 L)S”@” (3.1) 
is called the generalized Young module of @(A)). In the ordinary case, these 
modules are precisely the simple K(S,lS,)-modules. Let p > 0 denote the 
characteristic of K. For p-regular partitions I, the modules 
Ji = Yi/Rad(Yi) 
are called the James modules, and they are the modular irreducible modules 
of S,,, . An (m, n)-partition (j&l)) is called p-regular if all ,B@) are p-regular 
and ,u@) = 0 whenever A is not p-regular. If we replace for p-regular (m, n)- 
partitions in (3.1) the Young modules Yi and Y:(l) by the corresponding 
James modules, we obtain wreath product modules J= J[(u(,l))], which 
precisely are the simple K(S,tS,)-modules by [6, p. 951. Let us call them 
generalized James modules. From (2.3) we obtain: 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let (u(d)) be a p-regular (m, n)-partition. Then the 
generalized Young module Y[ (u(,l))] h as a quotient, which is isomorphic to 
the generalized James module J[ (u(l))]. 
For each (m, n)-partition (~(1)) we chose groups 
where S, (resp. S,,,,) is the group of row permutations of an arbitrary, but 
fixed l-tableau (resp. @)-tableau). The groups which occur in A are the 
corresponding column permutations. A and B obviously can be regarded as 
subgroups of S,)U. Now we can apply the following well-known 
isomorphism: 
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where e(rc) denotes the sign of the permutation n. Combining this 
isomorphism with (2.2) we obtain 
here E denotes the alternating character of S,lS,, which belongs to 
Y[ (y(A))] with y(( 1”)) = (1”) and y(A) = 0 for all A # (! “). Let (a(A)), (t(A)) 
be (m, n)-partitions. We say that (o(A)) d_ominates (t(A))) denoted by 
(o(A)) I> (t(A)), if and only if ]a@)] > 1 r(A) 1 for some A E P(m) and 
Ia>1 = I#)1 f or all 1 > I in the lexicographic order, or if I u(A)1 = I r(A)1 
and u(A) r> r(A) in the dominate order of partitions holds for all 1 E P(m). 
(3.5) THEOREM. (i) Let v be the trivial and E the alternating character of 
S,tS,. For all p-regular (m, n)-partitions @(A)), the systems A [(p(n))], 
B[ (p(A))], E, v satisfy the hypothesis of [2, Theorem 1.91, in particular, using 
(3.2) and (3.4), the generalized Young modules for p-regular (m, n)- 
partitions are local modules with the corresponding generalized James 
modules as unique top composition factors. 
(ii) Let (u(k)), (u(n)) be (m, n)-partitions, and assume that (p(n)) is p- 
regular. Then Y[(tt(ii))] contains J[(,u@))] as composition factor with 
multiplicity 1. If (u(A)) d oes not dominate (t&I)), then J[C,@.))] is not a 
composition factor of Y[ (u(A)). 
Proof. (i) We have A f’B = 1. Hence, v and E agree on A f? B, and 
K /A f7 B ] is a simple K-ideal. It is proved in [ 8, Theorem 4.21 that over the 
complex field the trivial character of B and the alternating character of A 
induce characters of S,)S, having precisely one irreducible constituent in 
common. From Mackey’s theorem we, therefore, obtain that v and E do not 
agree on A* n B for all x E AB if p # 2. But this implies that 2 divides 
]A”nB], and we have KIA”nB(=O if p=2. Thus, condition (i) of 
[2, Theorem 1.9) is satisfied. For each I E P(m), let rA be the permutation 
which reverses the order of numbers in the rows of the A-tableau we used in 
order to define S, ; similarly define T,,(*). Then we can define r = tr r2 E B, 
where t, , the part in the base group, consists of ],~(n)l components which 
equal rA for all A E P(m), whereas rz is the product of all z,(~) (in the sense 
of (3.3)). Then 
A’ = )( (S’,? (SW,,, ,>T”(A’> 
ICP(rn) 
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and 
By [2, p. 2861 this number does not vanish in K if @(A)) is p-regular. Let 
rr E A’p. Then decompose rt = 7c, nZ, where rrr E Sz, nZ E S,. Then either 
n, has a component which lies in some S?\S,, or II, E A and rr2 has a 
component in some (S,,,, ,)‘@(‘)\SPCAj ,. In both cases [2, (2.2)] yields that 
A” n B has even order, and v and E do not agree on A” (7 B if p # 2. Thus, 
hypothesis (ii) of [2, (1.9)] is satisfied. 
The proof of part (ii) of (3.5) is an easy consequence of Klaiber’s result 
on the decomposition numbers of wreath products, cf. [lo] and James’ 
results on the decomposition numbers of symmetric groups, cf. [5, 12.11. 
4. THE WEYLGROUPS OF TYPE D 
In this section we identify the Weyl groups B, with S,()S,, and D, with 
the subgroup of those elements whose components in the base group contain 
an even number of transpositions. Let K be a field of characteristic p # 2. 
The generalized Young and James modules of B, have the following form: 
Y(a, 5) = @ii) 0 (Y; # YK))% 
J(a, 5) = (Mi7) 0 (J; # J#n, 
where M(k) is the outer tensor product representation of S,* with k trivia1 
and n -k alternating factors, and c E P(k), r E P(n - k). 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let a and r be as above. Then we have 
(i> Y(Q, 51,” z Y(G G.)~,, 
(ii) J(o, 7Jo, 2 J(5 o),~,, 
(iii) J(a, r)Dn is simple, if a and t are p-regular and u # 5. 
The proof of (4.1) follows as the results on the ordinary irreducible 
representation in [3, 71. 
Now we assume that n is even and put m = n/2. Let E denote the base 
group of D,, and G := E . (S, x S,). Then 
J@, P),, = @%& 0 (J: # JE)lDn, P E P(m). 
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As S,/S, c S, lies in the inertia group of M(m),, the action can be 
extended to F := E . (S,lS,). Denote by M/i;) the obvious extension of 
M(m), to F. Then 
J(u, ,u),,, z (M%) @ (J; #J;)“” (Sz)Dn. 
Let x E S,(‘S, be an involution not in S, x S,. Then 
(Jg # JgSmlS2 = 1 0 (Ji # .q + x 0 (J; # Ji). 
As char(K) # 2, the module above is isomorphic to 
(1 +x)0 (J;#Jf:)o (1 -x)0 (J:#J;), 
which is a decomposition as K(S, l S&modules. This gives rise to a decom- 
position 
Jo1,P>D,~J~>+oJ~)-. (4.2) 
Using Clifford’s theorem, we obtain that J&)+ and J@)- are simple. 
Furthermore, one can show that the modules J@)* and J(a, s)~, for p- 
regular partitions with 1 u / > 1 r/, or / cr I= (t] and u > r (lexigraphically) are 
precisely all simple KD,-modules. If we replace in the formulae above the 
James modules by the Young modules, we obtain a decomposition as 
follows: 
q4&, z up>+ 0 wr. 
The modules Y@)* have J@)* as a top composition factor. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) THEOREM. (i) Let u and T be p-regular partitions with 
/ ul + I tl = n, and u # T. Then Y(u, r)o, is a local KD,-module with J(u, T)~, 
as unique top composition factor. 
(ii) Let n be even, and ,I.I a p-regular partition of n/2. Then Y + (u) and 
Y- @) are local KD,-modules having J(u)’ and J(u- as top composition 
factors. 
Proof. From [4] we obtain Rad(KD,) . KB, = Rad(KB,). Thus, 
RadWD,) Yh rh, = (RadW,) W, r>)D,, 
which proves (i). We also have by (4.3) 
Rad(KD,)(Y@)’ @ Y@)-) g (Rad(KB,) Y@,P)),~ =: R. 
Hence, we obtain 
I YCu)tlRaW’Cu)f >I 0 [YO1)YlRW’O1)-)1 r YC~,PLJR. 
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The module on the right equals J@,P)~, which is isomorphic to 
J(U) + @J@)- by (4.2), and (ii) follows easily. 
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